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Preface

For the reader who is unfamiliar with viscoelasticity, Chapter III presents a general overview

of some basic concepts. It also introduces some of the notation used in the rest of the document.

Most of Chapter IV could also be considered introductory, since the presentation doesn't depart

from well-established theory until about the end of the chapter.

The symbol list was cumbersome enough that I included it as Appendix A, rather than in the

prefatory pages. The notation there appears roughly in the same order in which it is introduced in

the text. Most symbols are also defined where they are first introduced in the text.

I This thesis would not have been possible if I had not received plenty of help and encourage-

ment. My faculty advisor, Dr. Torvik, showed exceptional patience and tolerance. I also received

some timely advise from Dr. Jones in the Materials Laboratory, which profoundly affected the final

content of the thesis. Of course, my wife and family deserve credit for enduring the long hours,

and for shoring up my confidence. My wife has always had more faith in me than I have in myself.

All students in the GAE90D graduating class are sobered by the memory of a classmate who

died last year in an automobile accident. Such a tragedy broadens our perspective on school, and

on life. May we all keep a keen eye on our priorities.

In memory of Wayne P. Wilsdon.

Eugene T. Cottle
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.1bstract

Vilor many years, viscoelastic materials have been uspd in damping treatments to control

vibration. In order to optimize a damping treatment for mximumn damping. a design enigineer

must be Al to predict frequencies of vibration of damped normal modes and loss factors as a

function of the dlesign parameters. Theoretical models of layered beams have Ween developed, but

to date, exact solIitions have assumed hon ndary conditions to be the same for all lay ers.

In this t hesi-, equatis of motion fo a damped. layered bean re solved fW the longitudinal

displ acemnient of bothl elastic layers, as well as the lateral displacement cf the composite beam. Test

ca.ses We:", run on a comipu ter to verify the valid it of The equation, and to conjpare rsults wiAl

previously published approximate methods. Results show that the software compares well wit i

thec.ory for cases in which simpie thteoret ical solutions are available_. "1 5) e

Ao deermine the effect of mixed boundary conditions on design optimnization. the system

daipmiu Factor was calculated as a function of aiiesiv, av.-r li'Aess unn 1 -the rr> s

t i I i d a IIrX i Ii aT m thI od, II' s and ( tlu I , n'' I tr nI au; - 'icu. I" r 1 1>7 1 Ir i x".i I 11i -L' : I i - i

"Oas -luWv to siuuibcanl Iect 'Wein eptiniAtio.



DAMPING OF LAYERED BEAMS WITH MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

I. Introduction

Engineers frequently face the problem of excessive vibration in structures, especially in the

aerospace industry. One approach to eliminating or reducing excessive vibration is to use materials

which tend to dampen vibration. Materials can be designed into the structure, or they can be

added to an existing structure. The latter approach is more common, since vibration problems

usually only show up after the structure is put into service. Damping materials are commonly

added to a structure in the form of a damping tape. Damping tape is a viscoelastic adhesive on a

foil substrate.

A design engineer is interested in maximizing system damping for a structure. In order to

maximize damping, it is necessary to calculate the damping as a function of the design parameters.

The system damping is a function of the frequency of vibration of steady state harmonic motion.

To calculate system damping, then, it is necessary to solve the equations of motion of the structure

of interest for the damped normal modes and resonant frequencies. Theoretical models of damped

structures have been developed (18), and the literature suggests that optimum configurations ex-

ist (13).

One of the structures which has been investigated extensively is a layered beam. A schematic

of a layered beam is shown in Figure 1. It consists a base layer, generally the structure of interest,

covered by a viscoelastic l:Lyer and an elastic constraining layer. The constrainii,g layer induces

high shear strains in the adhesive layer. The shear strain in the viscoelastic layer is the primary

damping mechanism (7).

Solutions to the equations of motion of the layered beam have considered boundary conditions

only on the composite beam (13). In other words, the boundary conditions for all layers are the
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restraining layer

viscoelastic layer

base layer

Figure 1. Constrained Layer Damping Treatment

same. However, in practice, it is likely that the layers of the damped structure will not have the

same boundary conditions. The question which needs to be answered, then, is how would the

calculation of an optimum system design be affected by permitting the boundary conditions of a

layered beam to be different for the individual layers.

In this thesis, the equations of motion are solved and system damping are calculated for a

layered beam in which the elastic layers are permitted to have different boundary conditions. The

effect of permitting mixed boundary conditions on the optimum system design is investigated.

A brief historical overview is first presented to show how the present work relates to previously

published theoretical work. Following the historical overview, the reader is introduced to some of the

basic concepts of viscoelastic damping. The equations of motion are then derived using Hamilton's

principle (9:44). The boundary conditions are shown, and boundary condition matrices are shown

for several important cases.

Numerical results are presented which demonstrate the validity of the equations and software,

and which illustrate the effect of considering mixed boundary conditions on the optimum design.

2



Some of the factors which were consiJered in programming the equations are discussed briefly. Test

cases are considered for which simple solutions existed. It is shown that the complex frequencies

predicted by the software compare well with the results predicted by the simple theory. Complex

frequencies and mode shapes are shown which illustrate the effect of considering mixed boundary

conditions. In addition to mode shapes of lateral vibration of the composite beam, mode shapes of

longitudinal vibration of the elastic layers are also shown. Finally, sample optimization curves are

shown. Damping is calculated as a fnction of adhesive layer thickness for several cases. It is shown

that the formulation presented presented here predicts an order of magnitude different optimum

thickness than do previously published approximate methods. It is also shown that considering

mixed boundary conditions significantly affects the optimum design.

I3
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I. Historical Perspective

There have been literally hundreds of theoretical treatments of viscoelastic damping mech-

anisms over the past four decades. There have also been comprehensive literature reviews by

recognized experts in the field (18). This perspective will review only what might be considered

milestones in the theoretical development, and consider the general trends in the research, partic-

ularly as it concerns the subject of this thesis.

For a number of years before a theoretical treatment was available, viscoelastic material had

been used as a damping treatment in the form of damping tape (7). The damping tape consisted

of viscoelastic material on a foil substrate.

Governing equations for structures with a constrained viscoelastic layer were presented by

Kerwin in 1958, who cited earlier theoretical work by Oberst and Licnard (7). The viscoelastic

characteristics of a material were modelled by permitting the shear modulus to take on complex

values. Kerwin identified shear strain as the primary damping mechanism in a layered beam.

DiTaranto (5) solved the sixth order auxiliary equation for longitudinal displacement of the beam.

Mead and Markus (8) reformulated the equations in terms of the lateral displacement of the beam,

listed possible boundary conditions, and demonstrated orthogonality of damped normal modes. In

this early research, while a broad category of boundary conditions were acknowledged, solutions

I were restricted to the simply supported case. More complicated boundary conditions presented

numerical difficulties (13). It is also important to note that boundary conditions were considered

on the composite beam, but not on individual elastic layers.

In 1978, Trompette et al (20) presented a finite element solution for the problem of mixed

boundary conditions. At about the same time, Rao (13) presented theoretical solutions and exact

frequencies and loss factors for all possible boundary conditions on the composite beam. Rao

* also presented approximate formulae which satisfactorily approximated the exact solutions for

material loss factor < 0.3.

4
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During the past decade, several important theoretical advances were made. Bagley and

Torvik (2) introduced fractional calculus models for transient analysis of viscoelastically damped

structures. Simply stated, fractional calculus permits differentiation and integration of arbitrary

order rather than just of integer order. In other words, a derivative may be represented by d'fldzA,

where A is not restricted to integer values. Miles and Reinhall (11) included effects of thickness

deformation of the adhesive layer. Finally, Torvik (19) derived the equations of motion and bound-

ary conditions for a multiple layered configuration in which the longitudinal displacements of the

elastic layers are considered separately. That treatment laid the groundwork for an exact solution

in which mixed boundary conditions are permitted.

This thesis uses an apprcach similar to Rao (13) to solve the equations of motion presented by

Torvik (19) for lateral displacement of the composite beam, as well as for longitudinal displacements

of the separate elastic layers. The approach can be generalized to multiple layers as was suggested

by Torvik (19).

5i



HI. Preliminary Concepts

A brief explanation of viscoelasticity will be presented, to familiarize the reader with basic

concepts and notation used in the rest of the document. The loss factor is defined, and a distinction

is made between the material loss factor and the beam equivalent loss factor.

The stress-strain relation for a one dimensional, linear, elastic material is generally represented

by (6:89)

-E= (1)

where

c" = stress

* c = strain

E = Young's modulus, an experimentally determined propor-

I tionality constant

Material viscoelasticity, in contrast to elasticity, permits the relationship to include dependence

not only on stress and strain, but on stress rates and strain rates (3:14-25). For example, one

simple model of viscoelasticity, called the Kelvin or Voigt model, for an isotropic material, could

be written

U = E1 c + E 2 -d (2)
dt

where

El and E2 = experimentally determined proportionality constants

t = time

The dependence of stress on the strain rate is called 'creep', because, for a constant stress, the

strain continues to change with time. This can be seen by solving Eqn 2 for c as a function of

a and t. In a similar way, strain can be related to stress rate. Stress rate dependence is called

relaxation', because it permits stress to change with time while strain is held constant.

* 6
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A more general model could be expected to include not only a dependence on the first deriva-

I tives of stress or strain with respect to time, but on higher order derivatives as well. The stress-strain

relationship for a general, one dimensional, linear viscoelastic material could be written (3:14)

M drna N dn cE=- am d- E b=0 -  (3)

I= n=O

J where

am and bn = emperical proportionality constants

Il and N = the number of derivatives and proportionality constants

considered

For a simple elastic material, M = N = 0. In the Kelvin model, M = 0 and N = 1. While Eqn 3

shows dependence on integer derivatives, it is also possible to consider a dependence involving

fractional derivatives (2). In other words, m and n need not be integers.

For steady state oscillatory motion, the stress and strain can be represented by periodic

functions of time (3:21):

a = Oo i t  and C 0e (4)

where

a0  = average stress

co = average strain

w = complex frequency

Substituting equations 4 into Eqns 3 results in two complex polynomials in frequency. Factoring

ao and co from the polynomials, and dividing through by the polynomial on the left side of the

equation, yields
N -r

Z'0 ,= n(iw)n (5)
Ern=0 a,, (ZW)



which is of the form

complex stress = complex modulus x complex strain

According to this argument, it is possible to represent the stress-strain relationship of a general,

one dimensional, linear viscoelastic material with a single complex modulus, which can be experi-

mentally determined. The modulus will be a function of frequency.

Although Eqn 3 leads to an intuitive feel for meaning of a complex modulus, it will be shown

that most materials cannot be represented by a linear model with integer derivatives. Fortunately,

the concept of a complex modulus is still valid for more complicated constitutive relations. Refer-

ence (3) gives a more rigorous treatment.

In analyses of viscoelastic damping treatments, the shear modulus of the adhesive layer is

generally taken to be complex (7), of the form G(1 - iris). The term Y1, is called the loss factor of

the material. The f'ibscript v will be used to differentiate between the loss factor of the viscoelastic

material, and the equivalent loss factor of the composite beam. The beam loss factor will be denoted

7ib, and is explained below. Note that 77, is the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of the complex

modulus. The real and the imaginary parts of the complex modulus are called the storage and loss

moduli, respectively (3:22).

Although typically only the shear modulus of the adhesive layer is considered complex,

the elastic modulus may also be complex. This concept may be used to analyze multi-layered

beams (19). The treatment in the chapters which follow, and the software developed under this

effort, permit a complex elastic modulus.



The loss factors of important damping materials have been experimentally determined and

characterized in a damping design guide published in 1985 (17). Data in the design guide is

presented in a graphical format called a reduced temperature nomogram (17:1-13,503-511). A

designer can either read damping data from the nomogram, or calculate it using an analytical

representation. The analytical representation is a curve fit of the experimental data. To use the

analytical representation, the designer first calculates a reduced temperature, called CfT, then uses

the reduced temperature to calculate the complex frequency, from the following formulae:

log T = a - A(1) +2.303 (a - b log (

+ IA) - A() - A(4) (T - A(1)) (6)

where

T = temperature

a = (DBCC - CBDc) iDE

b = (CADc - DACC) /DE

CA = IA(2) A(1)

1 1
CB =-I-A(2) A(1)

Cc = A(5)- A(4)

DA = 1) - 2

1 1
DB =- 1--A(3) A(1)

Dc = A(6)- A(4)

DE = DBCA - CBDA

A(1) ... A(6) = curve fit parameters specified for material

9



and

G = B(1) + B(2) (7)
1 + B(5) [B(3)/(fi)]B(

6) + [B(3)/(fi)]
B ( 4 )

where

G = Complex shear modulus

i= v-

f = frequency

B(1).. B(6) curve fit parameters specified for material

The temperature and frequency should be specified in units which are consistent with the parame-

ters A(1) ... A(6) and B(1) ... B(6). Note that in Eqn 7 the complex modulus is not a simple ratio

of polynomials in frequency, as suggested by Eqn 3. As mentioned earlier, this does not invalidate

the concept of a complex modulus. It only suggests that most materials cannot be adequately rep-

resented by the linear constitutive relation in integer derivativ-s. The derivation in the following

chapters permits the modulus to be a function of frequency, but does not make any assumptions

regarding the functional form of that dependence.

There are a number of ways to quantify the damping of a system. They include the loss

factor, percent critical damping, viscous damping factor, log decrement, complex frequency, etc.

All these quantities are related (15:2-7). To avoid the inevitable confusion, only two quantities will

be used in this thesis. One will be the complex damped natural frequency of vibration:

W = WR + WJIi (8)

10



where

= complex frequency of vibration

WR = real part of the complex frequency

wl -- imaginary part of the complex frequency

The other will be the loss factor 77. The distinction between the beam loss factor, rib, and the

material loss factor Y, will be made in a moment.

The relationship between the loss factor and the complex frequency can be seen by solving

the equation of motion of a second order system. The equation of motion of free vibration of an

undamped harmonic oscillator is (10:19)

mi + ku = 0 (9)

where

m = mass

u = displacement

k = spring constant or elastic modulus

Damping can be introduced into the equation by letting the spring constant be complex:

mi + k(1 + it9)x = 0 (10)

This is solved in the standard fashion, by assuming x = eiw , noting that w may be complex. After

some simple manipulation, it can be shown that

(1 + i7) = M (W2 W + 2WRW;i) (11)

11



Equating the imaginary parts leads to a relationship between the loss factor and the complex

frequency:

2
U)RWI (12)

WR I

or

7 ; 2wj for WI < WR (13)
WR

For a homogeneous beam, the loss factor is simply the loss factor of the material. However,

for the layered beam, the loss factor defined by Eqn 12, will, in general, be different than the loss

factor of the material in the adhesive layer. For this reason, subscripts will be used to differentiate

between the two. The loss factor of the material will be called 7,, and the loss factor of the beam,

defined by Eqn 12, will be called 77b.

The preliminary concepts which have been shown here are enough to permit us now to derive

the equations of motion of a layered beam.

12



IV. Derivation of Equations of Motion

The equations of motion will be derived for a three-layer beam using Hamilton's princi-

ple (9:44). To apply Hamilton's principle, it is necessary to first find expressions for the kinetic and

potential energy. This derivation is similar to work which can be found in the literature (8) (13).

It will be shown how the equations of motion differ from previous work.

Since the goal is to calculate 'damped normal modes' (8), the derivation which follows will

consider only the homogeneous case, i.e. externally applied loads will not be included in the

potential energy terms.

Figure 1 shows the directions of the lateral displacements, v, and the longitudinal displace-

ments, u. Lateral displacements are perpendicular to the axis of the beam, and longitudinal dis-

placements are along the axis of the beam. Only the plane strain case will be considered (14:220).

Plane strain implies that displacements 'out of the page' are zero.

The kinetic energy of the beam is

T = 1  {Peobteo (V,0 + U o) + Ipelbte, ({ + 1 [plbt io + 2 dx

(14)

13



where

L = length of the beam

b = width of the beam

PeO = density of base (elastic) layer

t,0 = thickness of the base layer

vO = lateral displacement of the base layer

ueO = longitudinal displacement of the base layer

Pvl = density of 1st viscoelastic layer

t~j = thickness of the 1st viscoelastic layer

v,, I = lateral displacement of the 1st viscoelastic layer

u, I = longitudinal displacement of the 1st viscoelastic layer

Pei = density of 1st elastic layer

1,1 = thickness of the 1st elastic layer

rej = lateral displacement of the 1st elastic layer

uej = longitudinal displacement of the 1st elastic layer

Kinetic energy of rotation is assumed to be negligibly small in Eqn 14. This is reasonable

when displacements are small compared to the length of the beam. Eqn 14 can be simplified by

assuming the and the kinetic energy due to the longitudinal displacements is small compared to

that due to lateral displacements. Also assuming v = ve = v.l, and assuming unit width, b = 1,

reduces the kinetic energy to

T = (pt), ()dx (15)

where

(P)T = Peoteo + Pelfel + Pvitvi (16)

is the equivalent areal density (mass per unit area) of the beam.

14



The potential energy is

~L 1, F /8v 2  
/ U' )2 2 2

V I DTc\0 +Eeoto Ox ] +Eeeltil (" u " +Gvltv 1 yvl dx (17)

where

Ee0 modulus of elasticity of the base (elastic) layer

G shear modulus of the 1st viscoelastic layer

Eel =modulus of elasticity of the 1st elastic layer

and

Uel -- O a0 v
='V + d D- (18)

dt = I + le (19)2tv,

DT 12(1- t/~) 12(1 2)(C

It has been assumed (5) (8) that

Gvtvi^,21 > Geoteolo0  + Gelte,4?2 (21)

[l (aUI+ aleO\ )12 /ue 2 / u 2

E+ o < Ee0 te 0  + Eeoteo 57-- (22)

Eqn 21 states that the shear strain energy in the elastic layers is small compared to the shear

strain energy of the adhesive layer. This is reasonable since the damping treatment is inducing

large shear strains in the adhesive layer. Eqn 22 states that the strain energy in the adhesive layer

due to longitudinal displacement is small compared to the longitudinal strain energies of the elastic

layers. This is reasonable since the longitudinal strain of the adhesive layer cannot be greater than

the strains in the elastic layers, and the elastic modulus of the adhesive layer will be small compared

to the elastic layers.

15



Hamilton's pri'.ciple (9:44) requires:

S(6T -6V) =t

(T -6 (- ) D- 2 6 .2) Eeoteo 6 (ao) -

Eeltel (OU 6 ' u G,_ 1 __t_."y, 1 dxdt = 0 (23)

where 6 is the variational operator (14:442-443).

The equations of motion and boundary conditions are obtained by integrating Eqn 23 by

parts. The integration by parts is carried out in such a way that terms involving derivatives of

6v, 6
1Lp and buel are eliminated from the integral, and only terms involving 6v, 6u0 and buej

themselves remain under the integral. In doing so, terms are extracted from the integral which

contain conditions which must be satisfied at tj and t,, and at x = 0 and L. The variations are = 0

at tj and t 2. This is equivalent to saying that initial conditions will be specified. The conditions

which must be satisfied at x = 0 and L are the boundary conditions. They will be listed later.

What results from the application of Hamilton's principle and the integration by parts, then, is

an integral expression which must be satisfied, and a set of boundary conditions. The integral

expression which must be satisfied is

IL -PO)T -2V-6 v - DT-al c 6v

ute e o 0 E i 2e 2 6u

t,1 ax 0
-d 1  (u.u) -61 } dx=0 (24)

I16



The integral must be identicaliy 0 for all x. The variations 6 v, bueo and 6u j are permitted to

vary arbitrarily and inuependently over the domain (14:445) from x = 0 to x = L, so the coefficients

of the variationis inside the integral must all vanish. This leads to the equations of motion:

,94 0V a, 1) (auel au'\ lDT 5v4 + (Pt)T-2 -G i idi [ \ O+ d +dX2 = 0

____ + G, el - tteO at v(5Ete O2 ~ ~ + d 1 - =0 (25)
Eeoteo Ox G+ tvl Ox

.'92u, (uel-ueo + dOV) 0
E aX,1-~2  G tvi 09 =

The boundary conditions were extracted from Eqn 23 during the integration by parts, as

conditions which must be satisfied at x = 0 or x = L. They are

.L/i = 0 or uo = 0

Ou 0 or Uel = 0

Ui- 
11

eO + v v
Gvid 1ti 1  u5 - DT X (26)

- 0 or V = 0

02v/Ox 0 or Ov/Ox = 0

The first of Eqns 26 states that, for the base layer, either the longitudinal displacement must

be zero, or the 'slope' of the longitudinal displacement must be zero. Requiring the slope to be zero

is equivalent to requiring the end to be force-free. Longitudinal displacement must. be unrestrained.

The second equation requires the same to be true for the constraining layer. The third -quation

requires either the lateral displacement of all layers to be zero or be free of shear. It must be either

restrained laterally, or free to displace laterally. Note that the expression for the shear force at the

end is somewhat more complicated than comparable expressions for homogeneous beams (9:134).

It could be considered an equivalent shear force for the composite beam. The last equation requires
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either the slope to be zero or the moment to be zero. It must be either prevented from rotating,

or free to rotp'" These equations must bp satisfied at both ends of the beam, so they actually

represent a set of eight boundary conditions.

These equations of motion and boundary conditions compare with published results in the

early, literature (5) (8) (13), except Eqns 26 consider the longitudinal displacements of the elastic

I iayers separately (19). Note that in Eqns 25, uo and ue appear only as a difference. Considering

boundary conditions on the composite beam is equivalent to considering boundary conditions on

the difference between uo and u,,. In that case, only six equations result (13).
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V. General Solution of the Equations of Motion

In the literature (8) (13) (19), Eqns 25 are usually combined into a single sixth order equation.

In order to consider mixed boundary conditions, it will be necessary to obtain expressions explicitly

for ueo and ue. This is more easily done if the three separate equations are solved simultaneously.

It is possible to obtain the same results by solving the single sixth order equation for v, and

substituting the resulting expression back into Eqns 25 to solve for ueO and uel, but that procedure

is more tedious.

Since the problem of interest is steady state oscillatory motion, displacements will be assumed

to be periodic functions of time. It is customary (7) (5) (8) to assume a solution of the form

V = wtAe
P
r

ueo = CI&Wt Bevz  (27)

u.1 =t. €tCepx

Note that this assumes the solution is separable. In other words, it assumes that the displacements

can be written as a function of x alone times a function of t alone. Assuming a separable solution

implies that mode shapes are expected which are not a function of time, as in the steady state.

The orthogonality of the solutions (8) guarantees the uniqueness of the steady state solution, but

a transient solution of this form may not be unique.
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Substituting Eqns 27 into Eqns 25 and dividing through by ei ' t and eP" results in a set of

simultaneous algebraic equations. They can be written in matrix form as follows

[DTP4 - (pt)Tw2 - Gvitvidlp2 ] GIdlp -Gi 1 dip

G~1 dip [Eeoteop2 - (Gvi/tv1 )] Gvi/tv,

-G,dip [Eiteip2 - (Gi/ti)]

x B } 4 (28)

C 0

Finding the solution to Eqns 28 is an eigenvalue problem, although it is not posed in the same

general form as most eigenvalue problems (9:138). Still, it can be solved in the same way. A

nontrivial solution requires the determinant of the three by three matrix = 0:

S=P - Gc + (etei + E ) o

w2 (POT 4+ (Pt)TWG,,l ( + (29)

DT t t DTtv.l (Eeite, Ee,'o)

This is the characteristic equation. It differs from the characteristic equation published in the

literature (5) (13) in that it has a double zero root. The double zero root is the result of considering

longitudinal displacements of the individual elastic layers separately. Note that only even powers

of p appear in the equation. This means that the roots will come in pairs. For p 0 0, the roots are

founu by first solving for the roots of a cubic equation in p2 , then taking the positive and negative

square root of each. The result will be six complex values in positive and negative pairs.

For each value of p which satisfies Eqn 29, Eqns 28 are linearly dependent. For each p 0 0,

the solution is determined to within one arbitrary constant. For p 7 0, the solution is determined

to within two arbitrary constants.
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The pj are eigenvalues of the system. Mead and Markus (8) demonstrated that, for pj 0 0,

the associated eigenfunctions are orthogonal. For p = 0, the eigenfunctions can be made orthogonal

by choosing proper linear combinations of them (9:142). The expansion theorem then guarantees

that any function satisfying the homogeneous boundary conditions can be represented as a linear

combination of the eigenfunctions (9:143). This means that, for solutions of the form of Eqns 27,

the mode shapes will be uniquely determined by a linear combination of the eigenfunctions.

For p 5 0, the eigenfunctions are determined by solving for B and C in terms of A in Eqns 28.

Since the equations are now linearly dependent, any two of the equations may be used. Using the

first two of Ens 28 results in the following relation:

Bj = [POT L2_PDT]I Aj = OjAj (30)

and

[ p4DT-piGvltvld -(Pt)Tw ]  (
C, = L ' + GvldpJ A = yA (31)

If the second and third of Eqns 28 are used, the relations become

Bj = . "t--- vjtvj-- p Aj = Oj Aj (32)[ EeoteoEeleltvlp - Gv1 (EeotCO + E.iti)

and
[ EeoieoGtiijdipj 1]

C j = E eT eo -- -- E edjp j A j = yj .4 ./ (3 3 )
[EeoteoEeiteitv1pj - Gv1 (Eeoteo + Eeiti)

Eqns 30 and 31 are equivalent to Eqns 32 and 33 for pj which satisfy Eqn 29. These expressions

relate the lateral displacement of the composite beam to the longitudinal displacements of the

individual elastic layers.
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For p 96 0, there are now only six unspecified constants, A, . . .A 6 . Since there are eight

boundary conditions, two more constants are expected. The two additional constants will result

from the double zero root in the characteristic equation.

For p = 0, the solution is of the form:

v = e i t(A 7 + A3x)

Ueo = eiW9 (B7 + Bsx)

uel = es ' (C 7 + CSx) (34)

Substituting these into Eqns 28 makes the equations linearly dependent. The two indepelldalt

equations which remain are

-(pT)w2(A 7 + Ax) - G,,ddi Cs + Gvdl B 8  = 0

1-(C7 -CSX- B7 - Bx) G,d, A = 0 (35)
t - 1 '

Collecting the coefficients of xO and xi and setting them 0 yields

-(pT)12A7 - GldCs + G,, dB = 0

G, (C 7 - B 7 ) + G, dAs = 0
tll

-(pT,)w 2 A, = 0

G, (Cs -Bs) = 0 (36)
tvl

For w $ 0

A 7 = As = 0

B7  C 7
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B3 = C3

For w = 0, A 7 and A3 are unspecified (corresponding to rigid body lateral translation and rotation),

and

B8  = C3

B 7 - C 7 = dtIA8

If . = 0 satisfies the boundary conditions, that case must be considered separately. It will not be

treated here.

The general solution to Eqns 25 is then

V= C iwt [ ' (A j e P,'T~ ~

Uec = e (/3,AcJ") --+ P74-l:s

uI = tIjAj"P x) + B7 - Rs (37)j=1

The solution is now determined to within eight arbitrary constants, A1 ... A 6 , B 7 and Bs.

This was to be expected, since there are eight boundary conditions which need to be satisfied.

There is also one unspecified parameter, the complex frequency of vibration, w. It now remains

to find the frequency which satisfies a particular set of boundary conditions. Specific boundary

condition matrices are considered next.
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VI. Boundary Condition Matrices

Substituting Eqns 37 into an appropriate combination of Eqns 26 results in a set of eight

simultaneous equations in the eight constants A1 ... A6 , B7 and B8 , and frequency. In matrix

form, it can be represented as

[boundary condition matrix] x {column vector of coefficients} = {zero vector}

Nontrivial solutions will exist only when the determinant of the boundary condition matrix is

zero. Solving the equations involves finding the complex frequency which drives the determinant to

zero. In contrast to the boundary conditions on the composite beam, where the boundary condition

matrix is six by six (13), for mixed boundary conditions, in general the matrix will be eight by eight.

However, it will be shown that the matrix reduces to a six by six when, at both ends of the beam.

the boundary conditions are the same for each elastic layer. In this chapter, boundary condition

matrices are presented for several imtoortant cases. Boundarv conditions were selected which would

be most illustrative of the effects of considering the elastic layers separately. A summary of the

boundary conditions considered is shown in Table 1. These boundary conditions are used in the

nunerical results presented in Chapter VIl.

Both Base and Constrainzng Layers Fired at x = 0, Free at x = L

The case where both the base and constraining layers fixed at z = 0 and free at x = L is

of interest because it duplicate- solutions whic', are available in the literature (16:5-24). It will be

Table 1. Summary of Boundary Conditions Considered
Base Layer Restraining Layer

z=0 x=L X=0 x=L
fixed free fixed free
fixed free iree free

pinned pinned free free
pinned pinned rigidly connected free
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used for comparison purposes. The boundary conditions are; at z = 0

D9v/Dr = 0 zero slope

v = 0 zero lateral displacement
(38)

uO = 0 zero longitudinal displacement of base layer

u,1 = 0 zero longitudinal displacement of constraining layer

and, at x = L

DIueO/Dx = 0 zero longitudinal force on base layer

Due /Ox = 0 zero longitudinal force on constraining layer

,92 v/Ox 2 = 0 zero moment on composite beam (39)

G, Fdett I uel-ueo D ] D 3v

I ,t ad- - D9X3

- 0 zero shear on composite beam
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Substituting Eqns 37 into Eqns 38 and 39 produces a set of eight simultaneous equations

in the eight constants, A1,...,A 6, B 7 and Bs. In this case, the constants B 7 and B3 can be

eliminated from the system, reducing the number of simultaneous equations to be satisfied to six.

The equations are, in matrix form

1 1 1 1 1 1

Pi P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

Tq 4 2  3 *4 1P '5 %

jp4Ilep L %P2 P 2 e.,L %k3P3
e
P3L 1P4 P 4 eP4L jp 5 p5 ep5L %P6p6eP6L

P~eP IL P2eP2L p3eP3L Ne P4L P5 L P6 p6L

hiePlL haeP2L haeP3L h 4 eP4L hseP5L heP6L

A, 0

A 2  0

A 3  0x. =- (40)
A 4  0

A 5  0

A 6  0

wherc

and

Base Layer Fixed at x 0 and Free at z = L; Constraining Layer Free at x 0 and at x L

This is an example of mixed boundary conditions. Comparing this case to the previous one

will illustrate the effect of considering mixed boundary conditions on the loss factor. The boundary
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conditions are; at x = 0

8v/8x = 0 zero slope

v = 0 zero lateral displacement

ueO = 0 'ero longitudinal displacement of base layer

8ue1/8x = 0 zero longitudinal force on constraining layer

and, at z = L

aueo/Dx = 0 zero longitudinal force on base layer

aUe I/x = 0 zero longitudinal force on constraining layer

,2v/OX
2 = 0 ,:ero moment on composite beam (42)

Gldjt :[ - Ueo , dia9 -D a3V
Gtd" i d - T MDT

= 0 zero shear on composite beam
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Since the boundary conditions on the elastic layers are different at x = 0, the constants B7

and Bs cannot be eliminated. The equations are, in matrix form

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

Pi P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 0 0

31 )32 )33 34 35 )36 1 0

'YiPi 72P2 73P3 'Y4P4 75P5 76P6 0 1

013piePlL 012P 2eP 2L 13p 3 eP3L 1 4P4eP4L )3spsePsL 136p 6eP6L 0 1

yipieP L 7 2P2eP2L 73P3
e
P3L Y4 P4eP4L 7Spse 5L 7 6 )P6eP6L 0 1

2p,~PL ~2epL p
2
e3L 2 eP4L p

2 
PSL 2 e6L 00

hieP L h2eP2L h3ep3L h4 eP4L hseP5L h6eP6L 0 0

A, 0

A 2  0

A 3  0

A 4  0
x (43)

A 5  0

A 6  0

B 7  0

B3 0

Although this cannot be reduced to six simultaneous equations, the sparsity of the last two rows

simplifies the calculation of the determinant. It is apparent that, at the most, three six by six

determinants need to be calculated.
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Base Layer Pinned at x = 0 and at x = L; Constraining Layer Free at x = 0 and Free at z = L

This boundary condition was selected for comparison with known solutions. It is closest to the

simply supported composite boundary condition which was the first case solved in the literature (8).

The boundary conditions are; at both z = 0 and z = L

v = 0 zero lateral displacement

0'vlax' = 0 zero moment on the composite beam
(44)

uO = 0 zero longitudinal displacement of base layer

Ouel/ax = 0 zero longitudinal force on constraining layer
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The equations are

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

p2  2p 2  2 2 p2  00

Pi 32 3 P4 P5 P6 1 0

71P P Y2P2 73P3 74 P4 75P5 76P6 0 1

/1iePlL )32 eP2L 03 
ep
3L /34 ep4L /5epL 06 eP6L 1 L

1P I
ep
iL 'Y2p 2ep2L f3P3eP3L I4p4 ep4

L  
75P5

eP 
L 76p 6e

p 6
L 0 1

2p~eiL 2e2 2e6 p3L p2eP4L ~2epsL 2 0 0

eplL ep2L ep3L ep4L ep pL epfiL 0 0

A 1  0

•12 0

A 3  0

A 4  0
x A - (45)

A5 0

A 6  0

B 7  0

Bs 0

In this case, by subtracting row five from row three, B 7 can be eliminated and the number of

simultaneous equations reduced to seven.

Base Layer Pinned at x = 0 and at z = L; Constraining Layer Rotates with Base Layer at z = 0

and Free at z = L

This is a variation on the simply supported case in the previous section, and will be used

to illustrate the effect of permitting mixed boundary conditions. The constrainig layer is 'rigidly
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connected' to the base layer at x = 0, such that all layers rotate together at that end. The

constraining layer will have a non-zero enforced displacement.

At first glance this appears to be a non-homogeneous boundary condition. All the boundary

conditions considered so far have been homogeneous, i.e. all zeros appear on the right hand side

of the equations. An arbitrary enforced nonzero displacement is a non-homogeneous boundary

condition. However, the enforced displacement in this case is not arbitrary, but is related to the

slope of the beam. For small rotations, at x = 0

I- o + tel ) 4 Ot
uel 2 4 t -8x = - t,1 d l -  (46)

Since av/Ox contains only terms in A1 ... A6 , this displacement can be included in the left-hand

side of the boundary condition equation, and the boundary condition is seen to be homogeneous.

The boundary conditions are; at x = 0

v = 0 zero lateral displacement

I2Z,/ax 2 = 0 zero moment on the composite beam

ueO = 0 zero longitudinal displacement of base layer

ue = -t,,1di (a/vax) constraining layer rotates with the base layer

(47)

and x

v = 0 zero lateral displacement

3 2v/ax 2 = 0 zero moment on the composite beam (48)

ueO = 0 zero longitudinal displacement of base layer

au, 1/ax = 0 zero longitudinal force on constraining layer
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The matrix equation is

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0I 2 2 v p p 00o
Pi P2 P3 4 5 P6 00

32 ) 3 #4 05 06 1 0

F2 F3  r4 15 1 6  1 0

31epL 032eP2L 33 eP
3
L 34eP4L 3 5eP5L /36e

p
6L 1 L

1yipl
e
pL 'Y2P2 eP2L "7 3P 3epL "Y4 P4 eP4L 5p5

e
P
s
L y6p6

e
P6L 0 1

p IL P 2pp 2pPL eP4L pePL p eP6L 0 0

eP L eP2L eP3L eP4L epL ep6L 0 0

A 1  0

A 2  0

A 3  0

A 4  0
x - , (49)

A 5  0

A 6  0

B 7  0

B8  0

where

Fj = yj + t,1dlpj

Neither B7 nor B3 can be eliminated in this case.

In Chapter VII, numerical results are given for the boundary conditions which have been

shown here.
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VII. Numerical Results

The equations presented in th- previous chapters were programmed and results calculated

for some example cases. The name of the program used in the calculations is 'BEAM'. The cases

considered were intended to do two things: validatc the equations and software, and illustrate the

effects of considering mixed boundary conditions.

The first set of cases verify that the equations are valid and the software is working correctly.

This is done by demonstrating that the solutions degenerate into known solutions in special cases.

The validity of the equations and software are seen in the numerical results, as well as in the mode

shapes predicted by BEAM. It will be shown that the software performs as expected.

The second set of test cases demonstrate the effect of permitting mixed boundary conditions,

and show how the computed results compare with previously published approximate methods.

For input data, all cases use some variation of the physical parameters in an example calcu-

lation in a design guide published in 1985 (16:5-26). This was done to permit comparison with the

results in the design guide. The data is shown in Table 2. The physical properties of the viscoelastic

material come from the third volume of the design guide, reference (17:263-270).

Computer Programming Approach

Computer software was written to implement the equations shown in the previous sections.

The main program is called BEAM. In this section the programming approach is discussed. The

numerical techniques are explained briefly. A detailed description of input data is included as

Appendix B. Programming notes are in Appendix C. Appendix C also describes the computer and

compiler used, data availability, etc.

As pointed out by Rao (13), solving the equations for boundary conditions other than simply

supported presents some numerical difficulty. The boundary condition matrix tends to be ill-

conditioned (4:175). This can be attributed primarily to the exponential terms. The roots of
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Table 2. Basic Data Used as Starting Point for All Test Cases (16:5-26) (17:263-270)

1. Base Layer, aluminum

2. Adhesive Layer, SoundCoat DIAD no. 606

3. Constraining Layer, aluminum

Variable Value Units
L 0.254 meter

Ee0  6.8900e10 Pqscal

t 5.0800e-3 meter
peo 2.7700e 3 (kg)/meter 3

ye0  0.3300
tvi 2.5400e-4 meter
Pvi 9.6900e 2 (kg)/meter 3

Eei 6.8900e10 Pascal
ti 2.5400e-4 meter

Pei 1.0 (kg)/meter 3

Vei 0.3300
A(l) 335.0 degrees K
A (2) 280.0 degrees K
A(3) 390.0 degrees K
A(4) 0.7e-1 degrees K/Hz
A(5) 0.1142 degrees K/Hz
A(6) 0.3e-1 degrees K/Hz
B(I) 0.2e6 Pascal
B(2) 1200.0e6 Pascal
B(3) 0.3e7 H z
B(4) 0.55
B(5) 1.5
B(6) 0.1
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the characteristic equation come in pairs. Even modest values of pj produce both very large and

very small terms in the matrix. In BEAM, two things are done to ensure accurate calculation

of the determinant. First, double precision arithmetic is used in all calculations. Second, total

pivoting is used in the gaussian elimination algorithm, rather than scaled partial pivoting (4:159).

The determinant is calculated using triangular factorization (4:160). Triangular factorization is

a gaussian elimination algorithm. Rows and/or columns are exchanged during the elimination to

reduce round-off error. In scaled partial pivoting, only rows are interchanged. In total pivoting,

both rows and columns are interchanged as necessary. Total pivoting is slower than scaled partial

pivoting because it involves more overhead. It is also more complicated because the program must

keep track of both row and column interchanges. For these reasons, total pivoting is seldom used.

In this case, total pivoting was necessary to ensure accuracy.

While it would clearly be possible to locate zeros of the determinant using a root finding

algorithm such as Muller's method (4:120), there are disadvantages to using this approach. Most

root finders (4:72-127) assume prior ki;.,,vledge of approximate locations of zeros, and they may

not converge if they are not in the vicinity of a zero. Also, they cannot be expected to find all

zeros. The magnitude of the boundary condition determinant tends to increase as w increases, so

if good initial estimates are not available a root finder is not likely to converge to a root.

In BEAM, zeros were located using a simple grid search rather than a more complex root find-

ing algorithm. The grid search is described below. A more efficient routine should be implemented

.n practice, but for the purposes of investigating the locations of the minima, the grid search was

very useful, and it avoided potential convergence problems. The grid search is not fast, but it is

robust and dependable. It is more practical than it is elegant.

In the gcid search, the user specifies a range of values for real and imaginary frequency, and

an increment for both real and imaginary values. The software calculates values for the magnitude

of the determinant at every value of real and imaginary frequency specified. This is the grid. The
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software then checks all points on the grid for relative minima. If a minimum is found, the grid

is refined in the vicinity of the minimum to improve the accuracy. The surface defined by the

magnitude of the boundary condition determinant is relatively smooth, making it easy to locate

minima. If the initial grid is fine enough, the grid search will find ail minima in a given range.

After the minima are found, it then remains to determine which are actually solutions which

satisfy the boundary conditions, i.e. which are 'zeros'. There are several ways to validate a zero.

First, the value is substituted back into the boundary condition equations. If the error in a boundary

condition equation is roughly the same order of magnitude of the individual terms of the equation,

then that boundary condition is not satisfied (4:169-176). If the error in a boundary condition is

small compared to the individual terms, then the equation is satisfied. Zeros can also be verified

by solving for Aj, pj, B7 and B8, 3j and 7j at that value of frequency, then using these terms

to calculate a mode shape. The mode shapes show clearly whether the boundary condition has

been satisfied. Zeros can also be identified by comparison with previously found zeros. The actual

solutions tend to lie on a smooth curve. Any minima which lie well outside the trend are not likely

to satisfy the boundary conditions.

Test Cases for Validating Software

Three test cases were considered for which comparisons could be made with theoretical results.

The first two cases were for a cantilever beam with the constraining layer fixed at x = 0. This is the

first boundary condition listed in Table 1. These two cases used input data for the layered beam

for which the frequencies could be expected to approach the frequencies of an undamped cantilever

beam. The third uses the third boundary condition in Table 1, and the input data in Table 2. This

boundary condition should closely rescmble the simply supported case in the literature.

Case 1 - Bare Beam The first test case approximated a bar-- cantilever beam, by letting

the shear modulus of the damping layer be small, and the elastic modulus and density of the
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Table 3. Data Used to Calculate Theoretical Frequencies for Cases 1 and 2
Variable Case 1 Case 2 Units

E 6.8900e10 6.8900e10 Pascal
I 1.0925e-8 1.2990e-8 meter 4

L 0.254 0.254 meter
m/L 14.0716 15.0213 (kg)/meter

Iconstraining layer be small. The problem formulation does not permit the numbers to be set to

exactly zero. In some cases, setting a value to zero would result in division by zero. In other

cases it would cause excessive roundoff errors. Trial and error was used to find the smallest values

1the software would accept. The real part of the resulting complex frequencies which satisfy the

boundary conditions should approach the natural frequencies of a simple cantilever beam. The

Iimaginary part of the complex frequencies should approach zero, corresponding to zero damping.

The theoretical natural frequencies are roots to the transcendental equation (10:224-227)

cos AL cosh AL -1 (50)

where

El

Table 3 lists the data used to calculate the theoretical frequencies, and Table 4 lists the input

data for calculating the natural frequencies in BEAM. Data not listed in Table 4 was unchanged

from that shown in Table 2. Note that, in this case, the shear modulus, G, 1 , was held constant for

all frequencies, rather than letting it vary according to Eqns 6 and 7. Table 5 lists the resulting

natural frequencies for the first six modes as predicted by Eqn 50, and the complex frequencies

predicted by BEAM.

Note in Table 5 that the imaginary frequencies predicted by BEAM are zero or very small,

suggesting small dampinv. as expected. All real frequencies are 5.9% high. This could be the result.

of letting the parameters of the top layers be small, but not zero.
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Table 4. Input Data for Program BEAM for Cases I and 2
Bare Beam Rigid Spacer

Variable Case 1 Case 2 Units
G, 1  1.0000 + 1.0i 3.0000e 9 + 1.0i Pascal

PV1 1.0000 1.0000 (kg)/meter
3

Ee1 1.0000e 4 + O.0i 6.8900e10 + 0.0i Pascal
tel 2.5400e-4 2 .5400e-4 meter
P', 1.0 2 .7 7 00e 3 (kg)/meter 3

Table 5. Case 1 - Comparison of Bare Beam Theoretical Frequencies with Values Predicted by
BEAM

Frequencies are in radians/second
BEAM error in

Mode Expected Real Imag Real freq

1 398.59 422.23 0.0000 5.9 %
2 2497.92 2646.10 0.0000 5.9 %
3 6994.25 7409.17 0.0000 5.9 %
4 13705.93 14519.03 0.0000 5.9 7,
5 22656.89 24000.99 0.0001 5.9 %
6 33854.47 35853.33 0.0001 5.9 %

('as( 2 - Rigid Spacer Case 2 approximates an undamped beam with a rigid spacer. In

BEAM, the real part of the shear modulus of the viscoelastic layer was made large, and the imagi-

nary part small. As in case 1, the theoretical natural frequencies of the beam were found by solving

Eqn 50. A beam with a rigid spacer will have a slightly larger moment of inertia than a bare beam,

due to the separation between the two elastic layers. The mas-s per unit length will be larger than

the bare beam because of the addition of the mass of the constraining layer. The data used to

calculate the theoretical natural frequencies for this case is shown in Table 3. The input data used

in program BEAM for case 2 is shown in Table 4. As in the first case, the complex shear modulus is

not permitted to vary with frequency according to Eqns 6 and 7, but remains fixed. The theoretical

natural frequencies, and the complex frequencies predicted by BEAM, are listed in Table 6.

Again, the imaginary components of the frequency are zero, as expected. The real components

are all slightly high.
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Table 6. Case 2 - Comparison of Rigid Spacer Theoretical Frequencies with Values Predicted by
BEAM

BEAM error in

Mode Expected Real Imag Real freq
1 420.67 445.42 0.0000 5.9%
2 2636.31 2791.29 0.0000 5.9%
3 7381.75 7815.16 0.0000 5.9%
4 14465.29 15313.04 0.0000 5.9%
5 23912.16 25310.22 0.0000 5.9%
6 35720.63 37803.00 0.0000 5.9%

It should be noted that the derivation of Eqn 50 assumes that shear strain energy is negli-

gible (10:221). Permitting the layered beam to have a rigid spacer, i.e. very high shear modulus,

could intuitively be expected to result in higher natural frequencies than the bare beam.

Case 3 - Simply Supported Historically, the first boundary condition solved for the layered

beam was the simply supported case (8). The solution is of the form

v = Dsin (--) (51)

where

D = a constant

n = the mode number

7r = 3.14159 ...

x = distance along the length of the beam

L = the length of the beam

Although the literature does not address the longitudinal displacement of the elastic layers,

intuitively one would expect the displacement of the constraining layer to have the form

u, F Fcos n (52)
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where

F = a constant

This can justified with a simple argument. When the composite beam is deflected upward in the

center, the longitudinal displacement of the top layer should be zero in the center. It should also

be some negative value at x = 0 and the same positive value at z = L.

It is not immediately apparent what form the longitudinal deflection of the base layer would

take, since it is restrained at both ends.

In this section, it will be demonstrated that the BEAM results satisfy Eqns 51 and 52 when

the base layer is simply supported and the top layer is completely unrestrained.

Taking the real part of the expressions for v and uel in Eqns 25 results in, for a given p,

Re(v) = eP [AR cos(pIx) - Al sin(pjx)] (53)

and

Re(uei) = ePR' [(MAn - -lJAJ) cos(pjx) - (RAI + 7yAR) sin(plx)] (54)

The subscript R denotes the real part and the subscript I denotes the imaginary part of a quantity.

Several conditions must be satisfied for Eqns 53 and 54 to reduce to the form of Eqns 51 and 52.

The pj come in pairs, and they are eigenvelues of the system, so there should be exactly one pair

of pj such that

nir
PR = 0  and p=- (55)

L
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If the pair of roots which meet the condition of Eqn 55 are arbitrarily designated P, and P2, it can

be shown that the coefficients A1 ... A 6 and 71 • - •76 must satisfy the following conditions:

A1,R + A2,R = 0

AIj- A2,I 0

A3,R + A4,R = 0 (56)

A 3 ,I - A 4 , - 0

ASR + A6,R 0

A 5 , - A 6 ,t = 0

(-Y,RA1,R - ijAi,) + (Y2,RA2,R - 72,1A 2 ,1 ) 0

(11,RAI,l - y1,tA1 ,n) - (172,RA2,I - '2,1A2,R) 0

(73,RA3,R - i3,JA 3 ,I) + (74,RA4,R -- y4 ,1A,I) 0 (57)

(C73,RA3,1 - '3,1A3,R) - (7t4,RA 4 ,I - 74,1A4,R) = 0

(1s,RA5,R - 15,IA5,I) + (-16,RA6,R - 7 6 ,A 6 ,1) = 0

("t5,RA5,I - 75, 1 A 5 ,R) - (-t6,RA6,i - 76,1A6,R) 0

If the conditions in Eqns 56 are satisfied, only a sine term will remain in the expression for v.

Similarly, if the conditions in Eqns 57 are satisfied, only a cosine term will remain in the expression

for ul.

Note that the subscripts in Eqns 55 ... 57 are arbitrary. The only requirement is that the

nonzero terms in Eqns 56 and 57 must be associated with the two pj which satisfy Eqns 55. Any two,

but only two, pj are expected to satisfy Eqns 55. In the numerical results, simply as a consequence

of the way the software was written, these roots will have 'adjacent' indices. In other words, they

could be satisfied by p, and P2, by p3 and P4, or by Ps and p6. In Eqns 56 and 57 the nonzero

terms would have the same subscripts as the pair of pj which satisfy Eqns 55.
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Table 7. BEAM Output, Test Case 3, Mode 1

At Omega 1221.86 +14.46i Radians per second:
P Beta Gamma

J Real Imag Real Imag Real Imag

1 21.15 8.49 -.1667E-01 -.8685E-02 0.3334E+00 0.1737E+00

2 -21.15 -8.49 0.1667E-01 0.8685E-02 -.3334E+00 -.1737E+00
3 0.00 -12.38 0.2S89E-03 -.1332E-02 -.5178E-02 0.2664E-01

4 0.00 12.38 -.2589E-03 0.1332E-02 0.5178E-02 -.2664E-01
5 12.18 .23 0.2075E-02 -.5778E-03 -.4149E-01 0.1156E-01

6 -12.18 -.23 -.2075E-02 0.5778E-03 0.4149E-01 -.1156E-01
Constants A...

Real Imag
1 0.69418126E-05 O.O0000000E+00

2 -.82489694E-03 0.12445740E-02

3 0.25344642E+00 0.65964374E+00
4 -.25552087E+00 - .65962757E+00

5 0.12232727E-03 -.61542895E-04
6 0.27700760E-02 -. 11991999E-02

7 -.18594580E-02 0.31897464E-03

8 0.14641401E-01 -.25116113E-02

It now remains to demonstrate that the numerical results from BEAM satisfy the conditions

specified. In the test case, the input data listed in Table 2 was used. The shear modulus of the

adhesive layer was permitted to vary according to Eqns 6 and 7.

For the first mode, using the input data in Table 2, the requirement on pj is

7r 7rPI -= - -- 12.37
L 0.254

The output of BEAM for the first mode is shown in Table 7. Table 8 shows the values of the

quantities defined by Eqns 56 and 57. In the program output shown in Table 7, the constants B7

and B3 are shown as the seventh and eighth values in the vector A. This was done for convenience

in programming.

In Table 7, P3 and P4 satisfy Eqns 55. Of the terms defined by Eqn 56, the 'nonzero' term

is three orders of magnitude larger than the 'zero' terms. Of the terms defined by Eqn 57, the
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Table 8. Conditions on Constants A and -y - Case 3 Mode 1

AIR +A2,R = -8.1796E- 04
Ai, - A 2,1 = -1.2446E -03

A3,R + A4,R = -2.0744E- 03
A3 ,, - A 4 ,j = +1.3190

As,R + A6,R = +2.8924E - 03
A 5,1 - A6 ,1 = +1.1377E - 03

(y1,RA1,R - y1,,A 1j,) + (72,RA2,R 7 2 ,,A 2 1 ) = +4.9347E - 04

(71,nAI,i - 71l,,AR) - (72,RA2,1 72,1A2,R) = +5.5696E- 04
(7Y3,RA3,R - 73,1A 3 ,I) + (-Y4,RA4,R - -y4 ,A4,1) = -3.7779E - 02
(73.RA3,r -73,jA3,R) - (-Y4,RA4, - 74,jA4,R) = +5.5178E - 05
(T5,RAS,R - y5,IA 5,,) + (76onA6,R - 76,1A 6,1) = +9.6719E - 05
(-Y5,nA5,1 - 7s,lAs,R) - (Y6,RA6,J - 76,IA6,R) = +1.8887E - 05

'nonzero' term is two orders of magnitude larger than the 'zero' terms. While this difference in

magnitude is technically large enough to meet the requirement, it is not clearly convincing.

The data for the second mode is much better. It is shown in Tables 9 and 10. For the second

mode the requirement on p, is

27r 2-rPi=-=- ,z 24.74
L 0.254

In Table 9 it can be seen that P5 and P6 satisfy the specified conditions. In Table 10, the constants

associated with P5 and p6 satisfy Eqns 56 and 57.

The difference in the quality of the calculated results between the first and second modes may

be due to the accuracy with which the frequencies were located. Both sets of data were calculated

in the same run, using the same tolerance. The software uses several tolerances to decide how

closely to refine the accuracy of a frequency. The magnitude of the determinant, or the change in

magnitude of the determinant from one iteration to the next, or the difference in frequencies from

one iteration to the next, are all criteria which could terminate the search. These are explained

in more detail in Appendix B. One of these criteria may have been satisfied with a less accurate

calculation of the first frequency than the second. Still, fcr both modes, it is safe to say that the

BEAM results degenerate into the theoretical solutions shown in Eqns 51 and 52.
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Table 9. BEAM Output, Test Case 3, Mode 2

At Omega = 4820.67 +75.75i Radians per second:

P Beta Gamma
J Real Imag Real Imag Real Imag

1 29.95 12.00 -.2025E-01 -.1904E-01 0.4049E+00 0.3808E+00
2 -29.95 -12.00 0.2025E-01 0.1904E-01 -.4049E+00 -.3808E+00

3 24.19 1.00 0.3957E-02 -.3047E-02 -.7913E-01 0.6094E-01

4 -24.19 -1.00 -.3957E-02 0.3047E-02 0.7913E-01 -.6094E-01

5 0.00 -24.74 0.7089E-03 -.2110E-02 -.1418E-01 0.4221E-01
6 0.00 24.74 -.7089E-03 0.2110E-02 0.1418E-01 -.4221E-01

Constants A...

3 Real Imag
I 0.80797525E-16 O.OOOOOOOOE+00
2 -.86216012E-11 0.21418468E-10

3 0.13165025E-14 0.54727301E-15

4 -. 11847728E-09 -. 18512119E-09
5 0.57231485E+00 -.41527191E+00
6 -.57231485E+00 0.41527191E+00
7 0.94137268E-03 0.30044278E-02

8 0.17361570E-11 0.25122977E-11

Table 10. Conditions on Constants A and -y - Case 3 Mode 2

AIR + A2, = -8.6215E - 12

A1 ,1 - A 2,1 = -2.1418E- 11
A3.R+A4,R = -1.1848E- 10
A3,I - A 4,1 = +1.8512E- 10

AsR + A6,B = -1.3428E - 10
A5 ,1 - A 6 ,j = -0.8305

(Q1,RA1,R - y7,IAI,I) + (-2,RA2,R 72,IA 2 ,I) = +1.1646E- 11

(-YIRAVl - 71,IAiR) - (Y2,RA2,l - 72,1A2,R) = +1.1955E- 11

(-3,RA3,R -Y3,1A 3,I) + (r4,RA4,R - Y4,1A 41 ) = -2.0656E - 11

(1'3,RA3,1 - 73A3,R) - (rn4,RA4,I - 741A4,R) = +2.1869E- 11
(7YRASn - 7 5,IA 5 ,I) + (-76,RA6,R - 76,jAfj) = +1.8827E - 02

(75,RA5,, - 75,IA,R) - (76,RA6,J - 76,IA6,R) = +8,0772E - 12
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Table 11. Values of Complex Frequency Predicted by BEAM and PREDY for Cantilever Bound-
ary Conditions

BEAM
Const. Layer Fixed-Free Const. Layer Free-Free PREDY

Mode Real Imag rib Real Imag 'lb Real Imag 7lb

1 437.14 2.78 0.0127 421.02 4.17 0.0198 410.48 4.17 0.0203
2 2697.53 36.32 0.0269 2678.24 25.19 0.0188 2511.78 40.46 0.0322
3 7495.15 114.71 0.0306 1474.49 96.74 0.0259 6946.62 105.29 0.0303
4 14588.14 234.25 0.0321 14570.69 212.39 0.0292 13525.28 180.31 0.0267
5 23990.36 381.06 0.0318 23976.29 358.02 0.0299 22271.59 260.66 0.0234
6 35692.67 547.31 0.0307 35681.46 524.36 0.0294 33184.20 344.23 0.0207

Table 12. Complex Frequencies Predicted by BEAM for Simply Supported Boundary Conditions
Const. Layer Rigid-Free Const. Layer Free-Free

Mode Real Imag 77b Real Imag 71b

1 1199.22 14.07 0.0235 1221.86 14.46 0.0237
2 4780.24 66.14 0.0277 4820.67 75.75 0.0314
3 10704.32 161.38 0.0302 10753.82 182.75 0.0340
4 18942.83 288.94 0.0305 18996.25 319.32 0.0336
5 29488.11 440.83 0.0299 29542.05 478.50 0.0324
6 42331.97 608.42 0.0287 42385.70 651.11 0.0307

The loss factors for the first mode are counter-intuitive, but not unreasonable. The damping is a

result primarily of shear stra ; - in the adhesive layer, and the shear strain is related to the difference

in longitudinal displacement of the elastic layers, ueO - ue. When both elastic layers are fixed at

x = 0, the shear strain at that end is zero.

The mode shapes predicted by BEAM for the two cantilever boundary conditions for this

example are shown in Figures 6 through 11.

Comparison of Complex Frequencies for Simply Supported Boundary Conditions In this sec-

tion, the complex frequencies are shown for the two simply supported boundary conditions, which

are the third and fourth in Table 1. Again, intuitively, one would expect the loss factor to be

higher for the case where the constraining layer is fixed at one end, due to higher shear strains.

The locations of the complex frequencies are shown in Figure 12. The data used in Figure 12 is

listed in Table 12.
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exarnp! of an optimumn design calculation is shown. Only one variable is considered, the advesive

layer thickness. The loss factor is plotted as a function of adhesive layer thickness for five c,--es.
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For the cantilever boundary conditions, all predictions show that there is no optimum for

he first motde, arnd B3EAM predicts no optimum for the first three miode-s. For the fourth through

the sixth modes. BEAMI predicts the optimum at an order of magnitude larger thickness than

does PREDY. For the BEAM predictions, if the constraining layer is fixed,, at x 0. the optimum

hicknoss is smnaller than it, would be if the(, constraining laver is fixed. Figure 21 shows curves for
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Table 1:3. Approximate Advesive Layer Thicknesses for Optimum Damping - Cantilever Boundary
Conditions (meters)

IBEAM Diff. between
Mode PI3EDY const. laver fixed free const. laver free free cols 2and 3

I no maximum no maximum no maximum
2 0.00020S9 no0 maximiuml no maximu
3 0.0001096 no maximumt no maximum

4 0.0000739 0.0003,S0 0.000,180 26.3 '/c
5 0.0000575 0.000255 0.000290 13.7 7
6 0.0000,479 0.000195 0.000220 12. S 7%

1:4,1. 1 1, Approximate .\dves.ive Laver Thirkno.ses for Optimumr Dainplin'z - Silrn:>.- Snipe)Tct-(
PBniury Conditions mneters)

Mode I const. layer free free const. layer rid( free 1 Diff.
1 no maximum no maximunm
2 no maximum no maximum
3 0.000-45 0.000-10 117(
4 0.00028 0.00028 0 17
5 0.00025 0.00020 2 0%
G 0.00018 0.00016 11 ~
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VIII. Recommendations for Further Research

There are a number of things which should be done to follow up on these results. The formu-

-- lation should be generalized to more than three layers, and the software modified accordingly. A

similar approach should be applied to more complicated geometries, and results compared with pre-

vious findings (18:107). A parametric study should be done to gain a more thorough understanding

of optimum design configurations.
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IX. Conclusion

The equations of motion of a three layer beam were derived using Hamilton's principle.

Lateral displacement of the composite beam, and longitudinal displacements of the elastic layers,

were considered separately. The formulation resulted in a set of eight boundary conditions which

had to be satisfied in order to calculate complex frequencies for damped normal modes. The

boundary conditions had nontrivial solutions only when the determinant of the boundary condition

matrix was zero.

The boundary conditions matrices were presented for four important cases, selected to il-

lustrate the effects of permitting mixed boundary conditions on frequency and loss factor for the

dampod normal modes.

Numerical results were presented for a number of test cases for each of the four boundary

conditions. First, cases were run for which simple theoretical solutions were available, to determine

whether the formulation as presented would correctly predict the frequencies, damping, and mode

shapes. The results indicated that the software was performing correctly. Second, some cases were

shown to illustrate the effect of permitting the constraining layer to have a different boundary

condition than the base layer. For the cantilever case, for all but the first mode, fixing the top layer

at x = 0 resulted in higher damping than permitting it to be free at x = 0. For the simply supported

cases, fixing the top layer such that it rotates with the base layer at x = 0 resulted in lower damping

than permitting the top layer to be free at z = 0. Finally, the effects of considering mixed boundary

conditions on optimum design was illustrated by calculating loss factor as a function of adhesive

layer thickness for all boundary conditions. The thickness at which peak damping occured shifted

dramatically for some modes, and very little or not at all for others. The results as a whole suggest

that the optimum design changes depending on whether the top layer has the same boundary

conditions as the base layer.



Appendix A. Notation

Variables are shown in roughly the order in which they occur in the text. For all quantities,

the substript R denotes the real part, and the substript I denotes the imaginary part. A dot

denotes differentiation with respect to time.

a = stress

( = strain

E = Young's Modulus, experimentally determined proportionality constant in the rela-
tionship of a general, one dimensional, linear elastic material

El = An experimantally determined proportionality constant the Kelvin or Voigt model
of viscoelasticity (3:19)

E,, = An experimantally determined proportionality constant the Kelvin or Voigt model
of viscoelasticity (3:19)

t = time

a,, and b,, = emperical proportionality constants in a model of a general, one dimensional, linear
viscoelastic material

M and N = the number of derivatives and proportionality constants considered in a particular
model

o*0 = average stress

co = average strain

w = complex frequency

i = square root of-1

' = temperature

aT = reduced temperature (17:1-13,503-,511)

A(l) ... A(6) = curve fit parameters in the reduced temperatpre equation (17:1-13,503-511), Eqn 6,
for a given viscoelastic material (17)

("A = I 
1



CB 1 -

Cc = A(5) - A(4)

DA = 
1

DB = 1 1

Dc - A(6) - A(4)

DE = DBCA - CBDA

a = (DBCC - CBDc) /DE

b = (CADc - DACc)/DE

G = Complex shear modulus

f = frequency

B(1) B(6) = curve fit parameters in the shear modulus equation (17:1-13,503-511), Eqn 7, for
a given viscoelastic material (17)

x = independant variable measuring distance along the length of the beam

T = total kinetic energy of the beam

M = total mass in a general second order system

u = displacement for a general second order system

k = spring constant or elastic modulus in a general second order system

L = length of the beam

b = width of the beam

,7 = loss factor

77, = loss factor of a viscoelastic material

77b = equivalent loss factor of the layered beam

Peo = density of base (elastic) layer
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te0 = thickness of the base layer

v,0 = lateral displacement of the base layer

I UeO = longitudinal displacement of the base layer

Pvi = density of 1st elastic layer

t~i = thickness of the 1st viscoelastic layer

= lateral displacement of the 1st viscoelastic layer

u, I = longitudinal displacement of the 1st viscoelastic layer

Pea = density of 1st elastic layer

tej = thickness of the 1st elastic layer

v, = lateral displacement of the 1st elastic layer

uej = longitudinal displacement of the 1st elastic layer

v = lateral displacement of the composite beam, assuming the lateral displacement of all
layers is the same

(pt)T = equivalent areal density (mass per unit area) of the beam

V = total potential energy of the beam

EO = modulus of elasticity of the base (elastic) layer

GI = shear modulus of the Ist viscoelastic layer

E,1 = modulus of elasticity of the 1st elastic layer

Id = 1 + (t1 + teo)/(2tv1 )

DT = (E ot10 )/[12(1 - v',)] + (Eit 1 )/[l2( - ;)]

Yv= shear strain in the first viscoelastic layer

I = (ue, - ueo)/t4, + d1Ot/Dx

i 6 = variational operator

j = index identifying the eight roots of the characteristic equation, Eqn 29, and the con-
stants associated with each root
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pj = a root of the characteristic equation

Al = average displacement v associated with pj

Bj = average displacement ueo associated with pj

Ci = average displacement uel associated with pj

ila = Bj 1Aj

j = C /A,

€ = -yj

hj=di (y, - f3j) + d?1, 1p, Dpj/~

l'j = -t + tt 1 dip,

BEAM = aame of the computer program written as a part of this research effort, to imple-

ment the equations presented in the thesis

PREDY= name of the program published in the damping design guide in Reference (16:5-29)

A = [.9;-m/(EI)]1/4 for a homogeneous cantilever beam (10:224-227)

I = moment of inertia of homogeneous cantilever beam

m = mass per unit length of homogeneous cantilever beam

n = the mode number

D = a constant

x = 3.14159 ...

F = a constant
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Appendix B. Description of User Input for BEAM

To use the software written as part of this research (BEAM), an input data file must be

prepared. Following is a description of the format of the input data file, and an explanation of

input variables.

The first nine characters of each input data line are ignored by the software. This makes it

possible to put the name of the variable on the line, followed by the data, making it easier to keep

track of things. The data is then read in free format fro-. columns 10-80. The location of the data

on the line is not important, but data must be included for every variable. If a number is zero, it

is not sufficient to leave that area blank. A zero must be entered. This is the price which must be

paid for the freedom to locate the data anywhere on the line. For data lines on which more than

one input variable must be placed, the data must be separated by normal field separators, such

as a space or a comma. A description of each of the variables follows. For the physical data, self

consistent units should be used.

OUTPUT Name of the file where output data (except plot data) is to be written. It may contain
a full pathname, i.e. device:directory/filename

MESSAG Name of the file where messages are to be written. Messages include errors, progress
reports, etc. It may contain a full pathname, i.e. device:directory/filename

PLTFIL Name of the file where plot data is to be written. It may contain a full pathname, i.e.
device:directory/filename

ICASE A number which identifies the case being run. This number is not used by the program,
but it is included in the database output described below.
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CDESC A character string describing the case being run. It is not used by the program, but it
is included in the database output described below.

IBC A number indicating the boundary condition to be considered. Boundary conditions
currently supported are

1. All layers fixed at x = 0 and free at x = L.

2. All layers fixed at both ends.

3. Base layer fixed at z = 0 and free at z = L. Constraining layer free at both ends.

4. Base layer pinned at x = 0 and at x = L. Constraining layer free at both ends.

5. Base layer pinned at x = 0 and at z = L. Constraining layer rotates with base
layer at x = 0, and is free ad x = L.

IBCDESC A character string describing the boundary condition. It is not used by the program,
but it is included in the database output described below.

PROMPT A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will ask prompt the user for responses,
such as continuing in the event of an error, or closing files, etc. If false, the software
does not ask for any user input. This is useful for running in batch mode.

PLOT A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will write the mode shapes as a function
of position to the file PLTFIL in a format which may be read by a plotting package.

MODOUT A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will write 'mode' data, the constants
A1 ... A6, B7 and BS to OUTFIL.

VERBC A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will substitute 'zeros' found back into
the boundary condition equations, calculate the error, and write the error to OUTFIL.

SBOUT A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will write result data in a format which
may be read into a database manager. This output only makes sense for a database
file which is properly defined. The best way to understand the output is to look at it
for a couple of weeks.

ZEROUT A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will write values of complex frequencies
at the relative minima.

UNIFRM A logical variable (T or F). If true, the grid used to search for zeros will be everywhere
uniformly spaced. If false, the grid size will increase geometrically from the minimum
to the maximum values, resulting in a finer grid nearer the minimum. This should only
be used if only the first quadrant in the complex frequency plane is be.ng searched.

WATCH A logical variable (T or F). If true, the software will count iterations and prir.t progress
every IPRINT iterations. This is not a good idea if console output is being redirected
to a file, as in a batch run. It is very helpful if console is being directed to the terminal,
and the run is expected to take a long time.
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VARYG A logical variable (T or F). If true, the complex shear modulus will be calculated
at each frequency value using the temperature and emperical constants listed below.
If false, the temperature and emperical constants are all ignored except GVB1 and
GV132. GVB1 is taken to be the real part of the complex modulus, and GVB2 is taken
to be the imaginary part. They are held constant for all values of frequency.

ITERAT A logical variable (T or F). If true, the variable specified by ITVAR will be iterated
according to the values in XIT. Note that the entire grid will be searched and all zeros
found for every value of ITVAR. This could take a while, so it is a good idea to know
how fast the calculations go before attempting to iterate anything.

LOGINC A logical variable (T or F). If false, the values in XIT are used directly for ITVAR.
If true, and if ITERAT is true, the variable listed in ITVAR will be incremented
'logarithmically'. In other words, the data points will be equally spaced on a log axis.
The values in XIT will be interpreted accordingly. The first value assigned to ITVAR
will be

10"

and the maximum value assigned to ITVAR will be

10'-

The increment, value, xi will be the difference between the base ten logarithml of suc-
cessive XIT values. For example, if the user would like to calculate 20 values, from 10
to 1000, equally spaced on a log axis, the three values in XIT would be 1, .1, 3.

ITVAR An integer indicating which variable is to be iterated. The number refers to the physical
data listed below. XL is variable 1, EEOR is variable 2, etc. down to XNUE1 which is
variable 26.

XIT Three values controlling the iteration of ITVAR. The first number is the minimum
value (x1 ), the second the increment (xi), and the third the maximum (x,).

IPRINT An integer specifying how often progress is to be printed to the console, if WATCH
is true. For example, if IPRINT = 1000, the software will print a progress message
every 1000 iterations. This is an important safety valve. There are times when the
user will want to interrupt program execution. For example, it is easy to inadvertantly
ask the program to search search a grid which would take it several months. There are
also times when it is clear that things are not running correctly. In both MS-DOS and
AmigaDOS, a control-C interrupt only takes effect when the program is performing
terminal I/O. Specifying a reasonable value for IPRINT will force the program to 'come
up for air' periodically, and give the user a chance to interrupt it gracefully.

OMO Two real numbers specifying the starting value for the complex frequency grid. The
first number is the real value, the second the imaginary.

OMMAX Two real numbers specifying the ending value for the complex frequency grid. The
first number is the real value, the second the imaginary.

NOMEGA Two integers specifying how many points to calculate in the complex frequency grid.
The first number specifies how many real values to calculate, the second how many
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imaginary values to calculate. In the current implementation, the number of imaginary
points is limited to a maximum of 2500, and an unlimited number of real points may
be calculated. It would be wise to experiment with a few calculations before asking
for a large grid, to get a feel for how fast the computer will work.

DETZER A real number controlling the end of a search for a zero. If the magnitude of the
determinant at a zero is less than DETZER, the search terminates.

OMTOL A real number controlling the end of a search for a zero. If the distance between two
successive frequency values is less than OMTOL, the search terminates.

NMODES An integer specifying how many zeros are to be printed in the mode shape plot file,
PLTFIL. This does not limit the number of zeros which will be found, only the number
which will be written to the plot file.

NX For the mode shape plot file, this is the number of X values for which the displacements
will b- calculated and written. They will be uniformly spaced from x = 0 to x L.

XL The length of the beam.

EEOR The real part of the modulus of elasticity of the base layer.

EEOI The imaginary part of the modulus of elasticity of the base layer.

TEO The thickness of the base layer.

RHOEO The density of the base layer.

XNUEO Poisson's ratio for the base layer.

GVAl Emperical constant Al used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVA2 Emperical constant A2 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVA3 Emperical constant A3 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVA4 Emperical constant A4 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVA5 Emperical constant A5 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVA6 Emperical constant A6 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVB1 Emperical constant BI used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVB2 Emperical constant B2 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVB3 Emperical constant B3 used to calculate the shear modulus.
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GVB4 Emperical constant B4 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVB5 Emperical constant B5 used to calculate the shear modulus.

GVB6 Emperical constant B6 used to calculate the shear modulus.

TEMPER The temperature, used to calculate the shear modulus.

TV1 Thickness of the adhesive layer.

RHOV1 Density of the adhesive layer.

EE1R The real part of the modulus of elasticity of the constraining layer.

EEII The imaginary part of the modulus of elasticity of the constraining layer.

TEl The thickness of the constraining layer.

RHOE1 The density of the constraining layer.

XNUE1 Poisson's ratio for the constraining layer.

A sample input data file follows. Note that the actual data begins in column ten.

OUTPUT = data:test.out

MESSAG = *

PLTFIL = data:test.plt

ICASE = 3
CDESC = damped-beam
IBC = I

BCDESC = fixed/free

PROMPT = F
PLOT = F

MODOUT = T
VERBC = T

SBOUT = F

ZEROUT = F
UNIFRM = T
WATCH = T
VARYG = T

ITERAT = F
LOGIEC = F

ITVAR = 20

XIT = 0.001 0.00154 0.003
IPRINT = 1000

OMO = 10. -10.
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OMMAX = 2800. 10.

NOMEGA = 25 5
DETZER = 1.D-20

OMTOL =1.D-14

IMODES =20

NX = 100

XL = .254

EEOR = 6.89E10
EEOI = 0.

TEO =.00508
RHOEO = 2770.0

XNUEO =.33

GVA1 = 335.

GVA2 =280.

GVA3 = 390.
GVA4 = .7E-1
GVA5 = .1142

GVA6 = .3E-1

GVBI = .2E6

GVB2 = 1200.E6

GVB3 =1.885E7

GVB4 =.55

GVB5 = 1.5

GVB6 = .1

TEMPER = 350.

TV1 = .000254
RHOVI = 969.0

EEIR =6.89E10

EElI = 0.
TE1 = .000254

RHOEI = 2770.0

XNUE! = .33
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3 Appendix C. Programming Not(s for Program BEAM

3 The software was written in ANSI standard Fortran 77, and coml,;ed and run on a Com-

modore Amiga 2500/020 using ABSOFT Fortran (1). The code should be easily portable to other

computers with only minor modifications. Nonstandard code generally involved such things as

system time calls, and device or filename conventions. Anywhere system dependant code was used,

I it was noted in the source.

3 Most of the variables are declared in separate files and placed in conmion blocks. The common

files are then included in each routine which needs access to those variables. This simplifies making

changes to common blocks. Syntax of the INCLUDE statment may vary among compilers. as will

th . filename conventions. The include files also have descriptions of the variables. All variables in

COMMON are initialized in a BLOCK DATA subroutine, at the end of the main source file.

3 To maximize portabiJity, most variables were kept under six characters. Case is significant in

th,, variables in the system time routine, which is machine specific. Accordingly. the compiler was

require to consider case significance. To avoid any problems, all code was written in upper case.

3 The data was collected and maintained in a database. All input and all output d-ta for

each 'zero' located in a*i test cases was kept. The database manager used -. Superbase Profes-

3 sional 3. (12), but the data can be made available in any of a number of common formats. All

the data, uncom i ressed, occupies approximately 6 megabytes of data. \hen exported to dBa-

I seill fornat and compressed using Lltarc, the data occupies two compressed files of approximately

3 500 kilobytes each. LHarc is a standard, freely redistributable compression routine widely available

for most personal computers and mainframes.
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